






Inform and Engage

www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com



Learn more. Get Involved!
● For volunteers, by 

volunteers, all across the 

country.

● All who support progressive 

values are welcome! 

● We give you the practical 

know-how so you can 

organize locally.

● We provide national (& even 

international) power in 

numbers to impact a 

campaign or cause rooted 

in progressive values.







Today’s real talk:
● Know what disinformation is and why this is 

happening.

● Assess your media literacy and learn best practices.

● Understand how people can believe this stuff.

● Learn about vaccine disinformation and the practical 
ways you will help people get the facts.



Ice Breaker- Zoom Poll!
Do you think the US will get 70% 
of adults vaccinated with at least 
one dose by July 4th?

● YES!
● It is possible.
● Possible but unlikely.
● Very unlikely.
● No.



What is disinformation?

Person sharing 
believes it is 

true.

Person sharing 
knows it is 

false.

Private info to 
harm someone.



What is disinformation?



How did we get here?



How did we get here?
Pre-digital
Gatekeeper model- Journalistic practice 
fact checked before publishing.

Shared experience of the news.

Now
We are our own gatekeepers.

We create our own media bubble, our own reality, 
even our own truth.

Intentionally misleading content lowers trust 
and lets us slip into our own reality.



Curate 
your 

sources



Share in Chat:

What sources do you trust?



Is this legit?

Check where it is 
posted

Check the original
source

Smell
Test



Is this legit?

Check where it is 
posted

Check the original
source

Smell
Test



Repeated lies feel true



Put an arm around them 
and share best practices.

Stop. Drop. Go.

Countering Best Practice

Ignore it! Ignore the 
hateful or dumb post. 
Walk away. Leave that 
RT or reply in the 
drafts!!

  Help a friend.  Amplify good stuff.

GOOD:
Retweet
Like

BETTER:
Retweet with your 
own comment
Reply

BEST:
Add original posts
Post about a mix of topics 
that interest you



Countering Best Practice
Any Click

=
Vote for 

importance

Do not retweet bad 
content, even to say it is bad.

Do take a screenshot
and share that.



Is this legit?

Check where it is 
posted

Check the original
source

Smell
Test



?

Is this legit?

Check where it is 
posted

Check the original
source

Smell
Test

?
??

?



Don’t know? Say so! “Let’s look that up.”
Thorough-- CDC COVID vaccine FAQ’s

Fun-- John Oliver on common myths
Fact check sites like PolitiFact 
debunk the latest myths

Old school Britannica encyclopedia 
debunks the most common myths

EASY-- Vaccines.gov CDC toolkit



Unmute and share:

What disinformation have you 
heard recently?



How did we get here?
2002- Consensus in science 2008- Presidential Race- defy or doubt science on both sides 

Concern for vaccine safety and side 
effects is a normal human feeling going 
back to the Victorian era.

Recipe for vulnerable trust in American institutions =
Sensitive topic + Scientific consensus + Some public 
concerns + Political concern and doubt



How did we get here?

Russian bots produced a cloud of 
“fifty-fifty” messaging. Equal pro- and 
anti-vaccination. Aka “both sides-ism”

This false equivalency made the truth 
controversial and elevated exposure to 
anti-vaccine propaganda. 

The effect is discord, distrust in institutions, undermined 
credibility of American government, and weakened America.



How did we get here?

People are scared. And our age old 
concerns about vaccines are not 
unfounded.

Emotional appeals and warnings about 
illness and death increase vaccine 
hesitancy.

The Daily podcast- doctor talks to 
vaccine hesitant patient



Zoom Poll Survey
How do you feel about vaccines?

● Actively pursue vaccines
● Go along to get along
● Seek out information first
● Fence Sitter
● Delaying, worried about 

adverse reactions



Our brains evaluate 
information for truth.

How can people believe this stuff?

INFO

Do others 
believe it?

Can I easily 
find evidence?

Is this 
compatible with 
what I believe?

Does it tell a 
good story?

Is it from a 
familiar source?

Familiar 
=

Easy to 
process as 

true.

People told three times that a 
statement was false are more 
likely to believe it is true than 
if they were told it only once.

Is it true?



Repeated lies feel true



Our brains evaluate 
information for truth.

How can people believe this stuff?

INFO

People told three times that a 
statement was false are more 
likely to believe it is true than 
if they were told it only once.

Do I want it to be true?



Heuristics
Many people’s heuristic for health is to trust 
science and health professionals.

Black and Brown Americans face historical 
abuses and systemic racism in healthcare, 
a heuristic to distrust medicine and doctors 
is well founded.

Skeptics and those who distrust American 
government and institutions do not have a 
heuristic shortcut to help make the complex 
decision.

A heuristic technique, or a heuristic, is any 
approach to problem solving or self-discovery 
that employs a practical method that is not 
guaranteed to be optimal, perfect, or rational, 
but is nevertheless sufficient for reaching an 
immediate, short-term goal or approximation.



People with little expertise or 
ability assume they have 
superior expertise or ability. 

They don’t have enough 
knowledge to know they don’t 
have enough knowledge.

How can people believe this stuff?

Illusion of Explanatory Depth
We think we understand complex systems 
better than we do.

“Explain that to me”
Explaining what they think they understand 
will make them more humble, curious, 
nuanced, more moderate and less extreme.

Dunning-Kruger effect



● Start with empathy and be vulnerable. “I’m scared, too. I was afraid of side 
effects. I don’t know the long term effects. But I am so relieved to be 
vaccinated and to not worry so much about getting COVID.”

● Pick your one battle and repeat the one simplified truth. “The best way to 
protect yourself and get relief is to get vaccinated.”

● Use images and story and rhyme when repeating the truth. “I got the vax and I 
ditched the mask. It is so freeing.”

● Talk to people you know. You are familiar and they will listen and trust you.

Repeat the truth.



● “Explain that to me.” And listen. Do not interrupt. Be curious.

● Ignore their politics. And do not say yours.

● Stay calm, do not make an emotional appeal. 

● Be vulnerable. Tell them your truth. Do not frighten with health scares or 
death.

● Focus on positive health, being free of worry, being relieved.

● If they ask a question you do not know how to answer, say that, say “I don’t 
know, but let’s look it up” and pull out your phone and google it.

● “The vaccine is free of charge. It is easier to get than ever before. The vaccine 
is the single best pathway out of the COVID-19 pandemic.”

Ask them to explain. Listen.



Download this session’s handout and start those conversations!

Need help starting those conversations? Use our Unlock Your 
Political Power workbook to walk you through step by step.

Take part in the grassroots month of action
https://madetosave.org/month-of-action/

Next Steps

https://madetosave.org/month-of-action/


1.  UNESCO “Journalism, Fake News, and Disinformation” 
      https://en.unesco.org/fightfakenews
      https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/f._jfnd_handbook_module_2.pdf

2. Adfontes Media Bias Chart https://www.adfontesmedia.com/

3. CDC vaccine information- http://vaccines.org
     CDC FAQ’s about COVID  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html
    CDC FAQ’s about vaccines  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/faq.html

4. John Oliver This Week Tonight video on vaccine myths- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPHgRp70H8o

5. Britannica list debunking most common myths
    https://www.britannica.com/list/the-top-covid-19-vaccine-myths-spreading-online

6. PolitiFact debunking COVID and vaccine myths
     https://www.politifact.com/coronavirus/

7. The Atlantic- Vaccine hesitancy in Victorian era
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/07/victorian-anti-vaccinators-personal-belief-exemption/398321/

8. Farhood Manjoo “True Enough” book and Google Talk from 2008
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6X8H4CpR5HQ
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9. “Trust” by Pete Buttigieg
https://bookshop.org/books/trust-america-s-best-chance-9781797119212/9781631498770

10. American Journal of Public health study on Russian disinformation campaign
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/10.2105/AJPH.2018.304567

11. DARPA bot detection study
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1601/1601.05140.pdf

12. Pew Research report “Trust and Distrust in America”
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2019/07/22/trust-and-distrust-in-america/

13. NCBI “Understanding Vaccine Refusal”
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4801675/#R20

14. New York Times The Daily podcast episode on vaccine hesitancy in Tennessee
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/10/podcasts/the-daily/covid-vaccine-hesitancy-white-republicans.html
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15. Making the Truth Stick and Myths Fade https://behavioralpolicy.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/BSP_vol1is1_Schwarz.pdf

16.  New England Journal of Medicine “Escaping Catch 22- Overcoming Vaccine Hesitancy”
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmms2101220

17. New England Journal of Medicine “No Cure Without Care- Soothing Science Skepticism”
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMms2101989

18. Psychology Today basics on Dunning-Kruger effect
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/dunning-kruger-effect

19. Hidden Brain podcast episode with Adam Grant
https://hiddenbrain.org/podcast/the-easiest-person-to-fool/

20. Adam Grant “Think Again: The Power of Knowing What You Don’t Know”
https://bookshop.org/books/think-again-the-power-of-knowing-what-you-don-t-know-9781984878106/9781984878106
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Give us a follow on social media, 
@buildbridges4america!



Learn more at
www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com.

Thank you for joining us.


